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OXFORD, Alabama, may be less prestigious than its namesakes in neighbouring Mississippi or in 
England, but it recently achieved a national distinction, albeit an ambiguous and fleeting one. At a 
meeting last month its councillors voted for a new ordinance, unprecedented among municipalities, 
imposing fines or jail time on anyone using a restroom that did not correspond with the sex indicat-
ed on their birth certificate. The measure was framed as a response to an announcement by Tar-
get, the retailer, that customers in its stores may use restrooms according with their self-perceived 
gender identity. A week later, amid threats of boycotts and litigation, the councillors rescinded it.!
If the city’s citizens are baffled by this farrago, they are not alone. That is not surprising. If gay 
rights have advanced quickly, the transgender movement—which cohered into an organised cam-
paign only at the turn of the century—has made warp-speed progress. It is only a few years since 
mainstream psychiatry classified gender dysphoria as a “disorder”; now the Pentagon wonders 
whether to pay for surgery for transgender troops. And only a minority of Americans, if a growing 
one, say they know a transgender individual: 35% of likely voters, according to a recent survey by 
the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), a lobby group (which seems high). That reflects their small 
numbers: the best estimate is of 700,000 transgender adults. “People are still getting to know us,” 
says Jay Brown of the HRC. In guidelines issued on May 13th, Barack Obama’s administration re-
iterated its view that pupils may use bathrooms according to their self-identified gender. That is one 
manifestation of its insistence that gender identity is protected under the sex-discrimination provi-
sos in civil-rights law.!
Still, bathrooms are hardly the most pressing concern for transgender activists. Hate crimes, the 
treatment of transgender prisoners, health-insurance coverage and the difficulty, in some states, of 
tweaking driving licences and birth certificates, are more urgent. Bathrooms have ascended to 
prominence less because of their importance to the trans lobby than because of their value to its 
opponents. For them, the putative infiltration of bathrooms by perverts and predators—the ratio-
nale for measure’s like Oxford’s—is a nicely combustible emblem for wider social upheavals. The 
restroom door is their way back into a broader fight that, especially after the Supreme Court’s rul-
ing on gay marriage, they had seemed fated to lose.!
Consider North Carolina’s law. Its defenders protest that it has been misunderstood, and they are 
right: it is much more sweeping than is commonly recognised. It mandates a statewide discrimina-
tion policy that omits sexuality as a criterion, squashing a more liberal ordinance passed in Char-
lotte. The law also makes it impossible to sue for discrimination in state courts; by the by, it pre-
vents cities instituting their own minimum wages.!
Yet the aspect its supporters stress is the bit about bathrooms, with all their ickiness and primal 
sensitivity. The same distracting emphasis was deployed by conservatives in Houston to vote down 
a new anti-discrimination policy last year. As campaigners often point out, this approach has form: 
scaremongering about bathroom safety was a tactic in resistance to racial desegregation. Never 
mind that many transgender people use bathrooms of their choice already; that stopping them from 
doing so is impractical; or that voyeurism and molestation, the spectres raised by traditionalists, 
are anyway illegal. Or, indeed, that transgender restroom-goers are far more likely to suffer assault 
than to perpetrate it: these stringent rules may be a solution in search of a problem, but, for their 
proponents, they offer a lurid pretext to push back against change, and maybe win a few votes. In 
this way, says Jody Herman of UCLA, trans people are “getting caught in the crossfire” of the gay-
marriage decision.!
Perhaps, then, America’s suddenly fraught bathrooms should be seen as an improbable pivot in its 
history: the site of a skirmish between a rapidly rising new orthodoxy and its resilient predecessor, 
which may seem as preposterous in the future as it would have done in the past. In this battle 
transgender activists are avatars for reform as well as its champions; combatants in America’s cul-
ture wars, but also their victims.


